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Enforcing nonnegativity in linear factorizations [4] has proven to be a powerful principle for multivariate data analysis, especially sparse feature analysis, as shown by the well-known Nonnegative Matrix Factorization (NMF) algorithm by Lee and Seung [2]. Their method minimizes the difference between the data matrix $X$ and its non-negative decomposition $WH$. Yuan and Oja [11] proposed the Projective NMF (PNMF) method which replaces $H$ in NMF with $W^T X$. Empirical results indicate that PNMF is able to produce more spatially localized, part-based representations of visual patterns.

Recently, we have extended and completed the preliminary work with the following new contributions [5]: (1) formal convergence analysis of the original PNMF algorithms, (2) PNMF with the orthonormality constraint, (3) nonlinear extension of PNMF, (4) comparison of PNMF with two classical and two recent algorithms [10, 1] for clustering, (5) a new application of PNMF for recovering the projection matrix in a nonnegative mixture model, (6) comparison of PNMF with the approach of discretizing eigenvectors, and (7) theoretical justification of moving a term in the generic multiplicative update rule. Our in-depth analysis shows that the PNMF replacement has positive consequences in sparseness of the approximation, orthogonality of the factorizing matrix, decreased computational complexity in learning, close equivalence to clustering, generalization of the approximation to new data without heavy re-computations, and easy extension to a nonlinear kernel method with wide applications for optimization problems. We have later demonstrated that combining orthogonality and negativity works well in graph partitioning [3].

In NMF, the matrix difference was originally measured by the Frobenius matrix norm or the unnormalized Kullback-Leibler divergence (I-divergence). Recently we have significantly extended NMF to a much larger variety of divergences with theoretically convergent algorithms. In [7], we have presented a generic principle for deriving multiplicative update rules, as well as a proof of the convergence of their objective function, that applies for a large variety of linear and quadratic NMF problems. The proposed principle only requires that the NMF approximation objective function can be written as a sum of a finite number of monomials, which is a mild assumption that holds for many commonly used approximation error measures. As a result, our method turns the derivation, which seemingly requires intense mathematical work, into a routine exercise that could be even readily automated using symbolic mathematics software. In our practice [8], both theoretical and practical advantages indicate that there would be good reasons to replace the I-divergence with normalized Kullback-Leibler for NMF and its variants. The PNMF method can also be generalized to the $\alpha$-divergence family [6].

Automatic determination of the low-rank in NMF is a difficult problem. In [9], we have presented a new algorithm which can automatically determine the rank of the projection matrix in PNMF. By using Jeffrey’s prior as the model prior, we have made our algorithm free of human tuning in finding algorithm parameters. Figure 3.1 visualizes the learned basis of the Swimmer dataset.
Figure 3.1: (Top) Some sample images of Swimmer dataset; (Bottom) 36 basis images of Swimmer dataset. The gray cells correspond to matrix columns whose $L_2$-norms are zero or very close to zero.
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